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The technology is being transferred for commercial use through the IISER Bhopal based startup, Plabeltech.

A team of researchers at the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Bhopal have developed a new
method to synthesize antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) using the chemical route.
Antibody-drug conjugates combine drugs with antibodies that specifically target tumour markers in cancer cells. When
administered to patients, antibodies in a conjugate track tumour markers and attach themselves to the surface of cancer
cells. The antibody-market reaction triggers a signal in tumour cells which absorbs antibodies together with the drug.
However, several amino acid residues in antibodies like lysine, tyrosine, tryptophan, cysteine, and histidine compete during
installation of drugs. Amino acid residues also have multiple copies, each having different level of reactivity making it difficult
to identify the right one.
The researchers at IISER have now demonstrated that it was possible to synthesize an effective conjugate with lysine without
much of a problem. The process makes use of 4-acetylbenzaldehyde, an electron-rich aromatic aldehyde and
triethylphosphite, which is an organo-phosphorous compound used as a reagent.
The team has developed conjugate of breast cancer drug, Trastuzumab, and anti-cancer drug Doxorubicin and tested its antiproliferative effect on a HER2 over-expressing cancer cell line. After two days of treatment, the conjugate showed significant
inhibition of SKBR3 breast cancer cell proliferation. For evaluating selectivity of the conjugate, the researchers compared its
anti-proliferative effect against a direct dose of Doxorubicin for effect on SKBR3 breast cancer cells and on the nonpathogenic HER2 negative MDA-MB-231 cells.
The technology is being transferred for commercial use through the IISER Bhopal based startup, Plabeltech. The research
team included M. Chilamari, Neetu Kalra, and Sanjeev Shukla besides Dr. Vishal Rai. The results of the study, funded by the
Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), have been published in journal Chemical Communications.

